
Established as a Limited Company on April 2, 1977 within the frame of the 
Foreign Capital Investment, the Joint Venture (JV) was made by PT. Dunlop 
Indonesia, a subsidiary Company of Dunlop International, LTD with three 
Indonesian partners and one corporate partner.

The Joint Venture had a Registered Capital of USD 550,000, with the 
composition, 55% subscribed by PT. Dunlop Indonesia and 45% subscribed 
by the Indonesian Shareholders.

April 1985, Dunlop Holdings, PLC (Dunlop Group) was acquired by BTR, PLC 
(British Tyre Rubber) a British industrial conglomerate. In 1996, BTR Group 
sold the Dunlop Sport Group to its management (Management Buy Out) 
which is known as Dunlop Slazenger Holdings, LTD.

21 November 2000, Dunlop Slazenger Holdings, LTD sold PT. Dunlopillo 
Indonesia to UK. Latex Industries, LTD

OTHER BRANDS

BENEFITS OF LATEX

PT. DUNLOPILLO INDONESIA

EVERY DROP COUNTS

1 TREE 10 DAYS 1 PILLOW

A latex tree only produces 27ml of latex daily. Perfecting comfort 
takes time..in fact it takes one tree over 50 days to create enough 
latex for a single mattress.

Only the best quality natural latex is then collected to Dunlopillo® 

factory to continue the production of 100% Natural Latex mattress, 
pillow, toppers and other products.
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THE DUNLOP PROCESS

Durable & Sustainable  |  Comfort Support  |  Orthopedic Function 

Proper Air Circulation  |  Anti - Bacteria  |  Anti - Dust mite  |  Hypoallergenic

On the other hand, synthetic latex will always be smooth and 
in the same white color. Synthetic latex contains polyurethane 
and chemicals to cut down on cost - this makes synthetic latex 
products less durable and more harmful to  the user’s health 
and wellbeing.

100% Natural latex is extremely durable and sustainable, 
it offers something that no other material can match – 
uniqueness. No two pillows are identical. This means that 
your latex mattress and pillows will not look the same 
- the color and texture would be slightly different even 
some with natural marks on it. In the hands of our skilled 
craftsman, unique markings of each latex product become 
celebrated features that separate sameness. 

BENEFITS OF LATEX

NATURAL VS. SYNTHETIC LATEX

THE DUNLOPILLO HERITAGE


